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 FLYING LESSONS for  

August 25, 2022 
FLYING LESSONS uses recent mishap reports to consider what might have contributed to accidents, so you can make 
better decisions if you face similar circumstances.  In most cases design characteristics of a specific airplane have little 
direct bearing on the possible causes of aircraft accidents—but knowing how your airplane’s systems respond can make 
the difference in your success as the scenario unfolds. So apply these FLYING LESSONS to the specific airplane you fly.  
Verify all technical information before applying it to your aircraft or operation, with manufacturers’ data and 
recommendations taking precedence.  You are pilot in command, and are ultimately responsible for the decisions 
you make.      

FLYING LESSONS is an independent product of MASTERY FLIGHT TRAINING, INC. www.mastery-flight-training.com  

Pursue Mastery of Flight™ 

This week’s LESSONS: 
I didn’t quite make my usual Wednesday or fall-back Thursday night (U.S. Central time) 
posting of this week’s LESSONS this week…for which I apologize. I spent a week in Hawaii with 
my wife, son, daughter-in-law and “little stowaway” 
granddaughter (due date in December). Tough duty 
but, well, you know. Then I had the usual post-
vacation work to do, leaving this after-hours venture 
to happen, well, after hours. 

Kailua High School Class of ’79. Go Surfriders! 

Next week I promise to get back on the stick to 
provide valuable LESSONS prompted by reports of 
midair collisions, stalls, gear up landings and 
(unfortunately) more. Please don’t unsubscribe, not 
yet…and stick around for next week’s report.  

Meanwhile, on to more insightful reader mail in the Debrief.  
Comments? Suggestions? Questions? Let us know at mastery.flight.training@cox.net.  

 
My friends and sponsors at Pilot Workshops extend this offer to all FLYING LESSONS readers, in all aircraft 
types: 

 
 
See https://pilotworkshop.com/products/ifr-mastery-abs/?disc=20&campaign=abs&typeclub=abs  

Debrief: Readers write about recent FLYING LESSONS: 

Reader Charles Lloyd writes about the August 11 LESSONS learned from my single-pilot visual 
arrival into AirVenture this year:  
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Nicely done describing, your preparation and use of all the aids available to you. I whole heartedly support 
your pitch in the article to “Know Your Airplane” power settings. This is something I stress initially along 
with Attitude Instrument Flying techniques to new instrument students.  

It doesn’t even have to be just instrument students, Charles. When one of my co-workers 
purchased a 1961 Cessna 172B (“fastback”) to complete his Private Pilot training, the first thing I 
did was to take it up solo and find “the numbers” for flying a visual traffic pattern. Basing 
downwind pattern speed on the airplane’s climb speed of 90 miles per hour, I found it took 2100 
RPM, carburetor heat ON (2100 is the bottom of the engine “green arc” normal operating range 
for that airplane’s 145 horsepower O-300 engine) and the first notch of the manual “Johnson bar” 
flaps (10°) to fly level at that speed. From there descent began by reducing power to about 1700 
rpm, slowing and adding flaps on base and then final approach. On my friend’s first LESSON in 
his “new” airplane we practiced this profile at altitude (he had a fair amount of time already logged 
in other Cessnas by that point). Then we made it all work in the traffic pattern. Knowing “the 
numbers” made predicting airplane performance easy, and detecting and adjusting for variables 
easy too, even for a student pilot. As you have also found, Charles, there is no substitute for 
“knowing your aircraft.” Thank you. 
See https://mastery-flight-training.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/2022.0811-FLYING-LESSONS.pdf  

Reader Kenneth Bacow adds: 
[I] have been hearing a lot of talk of mid-airs lately, so figured would share my own recent experience. I 
was flying home to KLDJ, which is an uncontrolled field very close to Newark, NJ (KEWR). KLDJ underlies 
an 800-foot Bravo [airspace] shelf, and so the pattern is typically flown at 800 AGL, or in my case ~750 feet, 
just to give a buffer to the overlying airspace.  

Coming from the east, I’m typically talking to Newark Tower on a Bravo clearance, and then once clear of 
New York harbor they’ll clear me to descend toward Linden and squawk VFR upon descending below the 
Bravo. I usually monitor Linden’s Unicom on my #2 radio, and as I approached the airport this weekend, 
heard one Cessna in the traffic pattern.  

About 5nm out, Newark switched me to Linden, and I announced a planned downwind entry to runway 9. 
The Cessna in the pattern was on final for Runway 9 so it appeared all would line up well.  

At that point, I noticed on my iPad, which was picking up ADS-B traffic from my Garmin GTX345, another 
aircraft just north of the field at my same altitude. I hadn’t heard any calls from that aircraft. But being able to 
read their tail number off ADS-B I tried calling them on the Unicom by tail number and asked them to say 
position and intentions. About the same time, I visually acquired them as a helicopter at my same altitude, 
and turned 30 degrees right to deconflict.  

The helicopter then replied on the radio that they were headed east to Long Island. I replied that they had just 
blasted through the traffic pattern at pattern altitude and almost got us all killed. They did not respond, and 
I focused on landing my plane.  

The airspace is crowded, and there aren’t a ton of choices of altitude in this particular spot. But I can’t fathom 
the disregard for safety or lack of planning that would result in a cross country route that traverses an active 
airport at pattern altitude.  

I did see if I could Google the operator by tail number in order to follow up with a conversation, but alas my 
Google skills are failing me.  

I’ll chalk this up to a win for ADS-B, and for eyes outside the plane, but it very well could have been an 
NTSB report. Not sure the takeaway other than to stay vigilant, and to not be “that guy.” 

Thank you for all that you do to promote aviation safety.  

Interestingly, after a presentation I made this week when an attendee asked me to relate my 
Oshkosh near-collision experience, another participant suggested I might have blindly called on 
the Approach frequency to the pilot of the Diamond twin behind me if that airplane’s registration 
appeared on my ADS-B screen. The registration does not appear on the panel screens in the 
airplane I commonly fly but it does show on my iPad. As I think I mentioned in my account of the 
flight, before entering the visual arrival I put my iPad away to reduce cockpit clutter and therefore 
my workload (as well as to support looking outside the airplane as much as possible). After the 
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audience question, and your Debrief item Kenneth, next time I might do otherwise. Any mitigation, 
including a radio call to the errant aircraft, might have helped. Thanks, Kenneth. 

A reader who wishes to remain anonymous asks an interesting question: 
Having witnessed from the ground and on my transceiver the occasional chaos over Ripon, I haven’t heard of 
any mid-air collisions during AirVenture over the years. Am I missing something?  I mean is there any data 
on that?  The new transitions will help, but with your near-miss I just had to ask. 

That is a very good question, reader. Since publishing my experience I’ve heard from dozens of 
pilots who have had aircraft-conflict experience on the approaches to AirVenture, both on the 
visual arrival and in mass arrivals. Every time I’ve mentioned it in a meeting of pilots to date I’ve 
heard at least one new story from the group. Despite all the near misses, I don’t immediately 
recall hearing or reading about any actual midair or on-runway collision during EAA AirVenture. I’ll 
try to do some research on that. Perhaps my readers—some highly placed in EAA safety circles--
have more information. But it seems although a lot of us have scary encounters, they don’t 
actually result in collisions…at least, not often. Thanks for the mind expansion, anonymous 
reader. 

Frequent Debriefer Karl Kleiderer writes about the July 7 LESSONS: 
I had a very similar experience to the one you had coming back from the ABS Instructor event [in late June]. 
To wit:  

Planned a very short and easy solo flight back from the beach vacation. KMYR {Myrtle Beach, South 
Carolina] to KUZA [Rock Hill, South Carolina] is 132 nm direct, between 45 and 55 minutes depending on 
winds. Weather was forecasted to be convective and increasingly nasty later in the day, so I planned to leave 
midday to pop home.   

A small tropical depression was off the coast but MYR was VFR with nothing significant and boomers were 
starting to pop up a bit north of my direct route. I filed IFR “just because” and 
got on my way; filed KMYR-HOPKI-KUZA because I could see a line of 
storms starting to form and the extra waypoint took me well away from it and I 
could scoot home from there. I get airborne and I literally watched the popcorn 
start to pop in front of my eyes. In the 20 minutes or so from the time I 
preflighted and got in the air until the present, the picture changed completely. 
HOPKI was no longer going to be a viable route and I immediately looked for 
another intersection to change my route of flight instead of asking for constant 
deviations.  

I requested SAMMI instead of HOPKI but soon enough even SAMMI wasn’t 
going to work, either. I had clear skies all the way to my left but while there 
were plenty of fields, the airports to my left were starting to get covered by 
storm cells as well. In addition, KUZA (my destination) was now very close to 
big red cells and other airports around there were also starting to get covered 
(KEQY [Monroe, South Carolina] as an example, which is where I used to be based).  I have an A36 
[Bonanza] with tip tanks so 114 gallons fuel capacity but because fuel was crazy expensive at KMYR I didn’t 
fill all the way up: I had 54 gallon for a flight that was planned to take 18.7 gallons. I fly in cruise with my 
JPI engine monitor always showing estimated fuel at destination so any re-routes, changes in altitude, or 
unexpected higher winds immediately reveal their impact on my expected fuel state when I arrive. So while I 
had plenty of gas I immediately started paying close attention to my end fuel state in my current situation.  

I was still in clear air, could see the ground and could see around the building cells. Assuming I could get 
through this line you can see KEOE [Newberry, South Carolina] would be a fine place to stop for 
gas…except when I checked the NOTAMs on ForeFlight in the air I see there was a NOTAM declaring no 
fuel available through July 5th. Clearly not a fuel option any longer.  
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Columbia Approach was fantastic and with not too many planes out there was 
working with me to get around the storms. They recommended STWRT then 6J4 
[Saluda, South Carolina] as clear of all storms and I concurred based on what I 
could see on ForeFlight and NEXRAD in the cockpit. (I didn’t fly through the 
cell depicted just behind me though this would suggest I did).  

This route worked well and after going a little bit past 6J4 I could make my way 
home…maybe. Although it’s not shown here, KUZA was covered by a giant 
yellow and red cell. KEQY (22nm east of KUZA) was not under or very close to 
storm cells so my plan was to use that if I couldn’t get home; I also had KLKR 
[Lancaster, South Carolina] well in my sights and is an airport with which I’m 
very familiar. Worst case I land there and wait it out.  

You’ll notice KDCM [Chester, South Carolina] was now directly on my route of 
flight and I knew had gas but also had a storm cell blossoming immediately north of the field. At this point 
my JPI is telling me I’d land at KUZA with 21.9 gallons [remaining]. I was in and out of a layer at 5000 MSL 
so I asked to descend to the MVA (Minimum Vectoring Altitude, 2300 MSL) to get below all the clouds 
which allowed me to see the rain shafts. I decided that if I could see the arrival end of runway 35 at KDCM I 
planned to land there, get gas, and wait out the storms (it’s only 14nm from my 
home airport and worst case I get a ride home). Sure enough, I see the runway 
and I see the north side covered in rain showers. I immediately told Charlotte 
Approach I’m landing at Chester and had the weather and field in sight. They 
clear me for the visual and I said I’d call them on the ground to cancel so that if 
for whatever reason I didn’t land I was still IFR in the system, could pop back up 
and they’d know exactly who I was and where.  

Landed uneventfully, pulled up to the fuel pumps and was promptly doused by 
tremendous rain showers. I sat in the plane until the rain dissipated maybe 15 
minutes later. After pumping gas I sat inside maybe 30 minutes before the skies 
cleared and I had an easy, stress-free VFR flight the 14nm to KUZA with the 
main tanks topped off.  The final picture shows my actual route of flight without 
all the clutter.  What was supposed to be an easy 45 min flight turned into two 
hours of ADM challenges.  

I’d add that time-tested best practice is to remain at least 10 miles from thunderstorm cells, 20 
miles if they are considered “severe” (personally I consider all thunderstorms to be “severe” in this 
respect). Landing at an airport with a rain shaft from a thunderstorm near or over the other end of 
a runway is taking a big chance of encountering a gust front or microburst, and its accompanying 
wind shear, at a point where you don’t have the airspeed or altitude to recover.  

Your main point, however, is an extremely good one: fuel equals options, and when it comes to 
flying in an area where thunderstorms are popping up you need as many options as you can get. 
Not only depending on preflight forecasts, but actively monitoring the weather picture and 
changing plans as needed enroute, is vital to survival. As I did in the LESSON you cite, and you 
did here as well, sometimes you need to put it down if nothing else than to have time to better 
evaluate the big picture under “zero airspeed and one G.” Thanks, Karl. 
See https://mastery-flight-training.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/2022.0707-FLYING-LESSONS.pdf  

More to say? Let us learn from you, at mastery.flight.training@cox.net.  
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See www.nafinet.org.  

 

 
Source: FAA Airplane Flying Handbook. 

Share safer skies. Forward FLYING LESSONS to a friend 

Please help cover the costs of providing FLYING LESSONS through the secure 
donations button at www.mastery-flight-training.com.  

Or send a check to Mastery Flight Training, Inc. to 247 Tiffany Street, Rose Hill, Kansas USA 67133. 
Thank you, generous supporters.   

 
 

Pursue Mastery of Flight. 

Thomas P. Turner, M.S. Aviation Safety  
Flight Instructor Hall of Fame Inductee 
2021 Jack Eggspuehler Service Award winner 
2010 National FAA Safety Team Representative of the Year  
2008 FAA Central Region CFI of the Year 
Three-time Master CFI 
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